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Tanaiste, 

Herewith a note of th 

out how that scenario · ght work in practice. 

I propose co telephone to check your views on it after the Christmas break. 

Sean 6 hUiginn 

23 Decembe 6 
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SECRET 

Present were: 

Meeting with Sbm Fffln 

20 Decemhec. 1996 

Official Side: r. P. Teahon, Mr. T. Dalton. Mr. S. 0 hUiginn 

Sino Fein Side Mr. Gerry Adams. Mr. Manin McGuinness, Ms. Rita 

O'Hare. 

1. The meeting ted about two and a half hours. Mr, Ieah,on began by

outlining events at the Summit with Mr. Major, and during the Taoiseacb

and Tanaiste's isit to Washington. The Summit discussions had centred

around the issu of a fixed date for Sinn Fein's entry into t.alks, subject to

. Mr. Major had been sceptical, from his experience of 

the collapse of e ceasefire. He did not rule out such a date, but felt 

that, if fixed in vance, it would become a political football. The very 

strong argumen s advanced by the Taoiseach and Tana.iste had been to no 

avail. It had o rail been a very difficult meeting. 

2. �....____ that the Washington visit. in contrast. had been 

particularly g . President Clinton was still very much engaged. He 

shared broadly ur view on the question of admission of Sinn Fein. He 

had gone as clo e as it was dipl�tically possible to saying the British 

were wrong on issue. 
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3. Mr, O hUiii»n ummarised developments in the talks to date. The next

plenary would on the 27th January. Bilateral contacts would resume

as from the 13t January, but without any great expectation of a

breakthrough.

4. Mr. Adams too issue fonnally with the tenor of some of the Taoiseach's

remarks in Was ington, on grounds that they put the onus on the

Republican mo ment in a one-sided way. Mr, Teahon rejected this

5. 

6. 

out that Sinn Fein would be aware of only one half of 

the Taoiseach's resentation, and not the very strong balancing 

he had made, mostly in privat.e, to his interlocutors . 

...A..Ulnr..Jo!.���� empbasise.d strongly that this was a critical junc1urc in 

. The room for manoeuvre was limited and tht? 

fragile. Any escalation of violence would do 

e to our hopes. It was stressed to Sinn Fein thJ.1 .,m 

political scenari s being considered in t.erms of their inclusion �111 

presupposed tha the Republican movement would refrain from .......... 1"ru11!

violence, if only because any actions which seemed to confirm , hi:

nario .. would have an inordinate effect on putll," 

opinion. 

making formal isclaimers in relation to IRA a.aacks, seemed tu ,h .... ,:rt 

that both sides ere working on that same assumption. 

MI, Adaros said that Mr. Major's Belfast Telegraph interview ¼.1, ,..:�

worrying, and s owed a hardline and unyielding view. If Mr. \IJtur tuJ 

doubts about the Republican bg03 nctcs, me British and Sinn Fein ,ru,ulJ 
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They should tmash out what each needed to say. 

were now resentful that their leadership was reduced 

7. He had had a eeting with John Hume and some Methodist ministers in

the Conway M" 1 very recently. One had asked him why they were not

meeting the Bri · sh, assuming that the obstacle was on the Sinn Fein side.

8. Mrs Ada.ms. · that one idea which had emerged in discussions with

9. 

otion of an approach to Mr. Blair and Mr. Ashdown to 

brief them on e current situation, and to request them to approach 

Major and offe support for certain changes in the November 28th 

statement. In a contact with Hume earlier in the week. Blair had 

indicated that i would be difficult to get Major to change his mind on 

aspects he bad ejected, but he bad not totally ruled out the possibility of 

going to him. 

whether it was possible for Sinn Fein to define the 

necessary c es. They had told him it would not be possible to sort it 

New Year. It was possible the IRA would say "no" to 

h, but he (Adams) felt personally that there would be 

on three or four elemen�. Some of these could be 

semantic, but i would not be poSSJole to change the substance, on which 

ambiguity. 1'.J1e Republican movemem bad limited 

room to move, argely due to the tactics of the UK Government. 
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10. Mr. Da)ton exp essed unease at the idea of the situation being left in

abeyance for a 1 ng time, with an· lhe consequent dangers of

deterioration. e urged strongly an approach where the Republican

11. 

movement sho find a way of declaring a ceasefire anyway, for their

own independe reasons. and by relation to Irish needs and conditions.

MI:....hfiltlWB� said that if the British had achieved anything. it was tO 

sow throughout e Republican movement the conviction that the main 

British goal was to split it. Any consideration of that kind of scenario 

12. Mr. Dalton ar ed the political streugth that would come from such a

situation, which would join Irish nationalists together in support of a

process of nego iation. It was inconceivable that the British could simply

sir out tbe situa on for ever, if there was a credible cessation.

13. Mr. Aoams sai they bad done precisely that for eighteen months. Mr.

McGuinness rei orced the theme: Sinn F6in delegations had been up

and down to Sto ont •ute a fiddler's elbow". They had persevered for

months, to no a · . One of the few current signs of hope was that Blair

interest, even if belatedly. 

14. Mr, Teahan ar ed strongly for basing a strategy on an hish position,

and illustrated a some length� mctical and strategic advantages which

that would have
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Mr. Adams dre a distinction between the Sinn Fein and the IRA view.

There were opp rtunistic arguments for an IRA ceasefire which would

expose the intr igence of the unionists and the British. Toe IRA would

not however do e oppormnistic thing. Sinn Fein could see the political

advantages, but e recalled Mr. McQuinnesS' point on the need to bring

the Republican ovement as a whole with the leadership. They ltad

achieved that in August 1994. Mr, McGµinness said that some of tbe

arguments bein put forward at this meeting were ironically reminiscent

of argument$ p or to 1994. There were real difficulties in this approach.

They could live with the unionist difficulties, but the British role was

crucial. 

16. Mr, Adams dw It on other British actions likely to heighten tensions

within the Rep blican movement: there were moves afoot to release the

two British sol iers responsible for the McBride killing in 1992. Ms.

McAliskey had been refused bail. "Dingus" McGee had not seen his

family for mor than two years. There were deliberately destructive

searches in Bal ymurphy, leading even to a bin lid protest. The physical

force analysis i the Republican movement was being progressively

reinforced. 

only be reope 

backs. If the 

The key to a 

understood 

(He mused 

fonn which 

Bann.) 

e previous ceasefire bad been leadership led. lt could

d now on the basis of the leadership having covered their

ace opened again, they could use those leadership skills.

ascfire was the porential for credible talks. The IRA fully

when they stopped again. it would probably be forever.
I 

the organisation iuelf would probably shrink to skeletal

ght be required purely for defensive purposes east of the
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tressed the need to take account of the current political 

context: the pr sent British administration was manifestly in its death 

throes. Major as negotiating bis survival on a week-to-week basis. A 

general election campaign would begin within the ne,ct six to twelve 

weeks. There been strong hints from the British administration that 

the inclusion of inn Fein in dialogue before a British general election 

. We had simply been careful to acknowledge that we 

did not have a " ankable" political promise from Mr. Major in that 

respect. 

18. Mr, o hlJiajnn · d this was a very critical juncture t in the peace process

if it did not go rward would very probably go back. Without a

·me outreach was possible. With a ceasefire, fonnidable

pressures for in lusion of Sinn Fein could be built up. Even if the British 

did not respond the groundwork could be laid for the post election 

period. In sho , a series of viable fall.backs could be worked out for the 

Republican mo ement in the event they declared a ceasefire based on 

independent, Ir reasons. 

19. Mr. Ma:ms rec ed. the difficulties created during the last IRA cessation.

Every-warning tatement he had made about these had been wrongly

interpreted as a threat. He instaneed the various �ys the RUC had

taken advantag of the cessation to raise its profile in places like

Crossmaglen. e instanced als_� difficulties with Dublin, and the fact

that the SDLP as not a cohesive pany. What bad been the catalyst

which p�uu.u.\,C;U an Eddie O'Brien or a Dennot O'Neill? There were

exiLJeetations in the nationalist community. They were 
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assertive about th ir rights to equality as never before. Why was there

no armed struggl in Finglas. where deprivation, etc., was comparable7

People on the gr und would know if the Republican leadership were

being led up the treet, and they would thereby get cut off from their

base. If the ce fire was put togethCT again. it could not be taken for

granted. 

�:J.�il.liJ�U said the British Government bad been hostile to the

process from beginning. Peter Brooke on Panorama was the only

instance of a Br tish good word for Gerry AdamS. There bad al�o been a

change of direc · on when the present Taoiseach took over. Mr, Adams

added that the f · ure to meet himself and Hume on the day of the Nohel

Peace Prize gone very deep. If it had been in Sinn Fein's pt.1\-.c.:r. the:

ve broken the ceasefire. That did not alter the t'.&�t

for another ceasefire. The key was presenting 1h� I R :\

with a pathway into credible talkS. If some formula was feasihl� . ..1 

greater understilfldillt,t of the nationalist community bad to be fa�", c ,.:d I r,

this time . 

..L.Ll.111-Jo��llo,..li&AJiUI; demurred at the notion of a change of direc1i,H1 lHkicr

Mr, Tea,hon pointed out that a constructive ten.," •n .,. .,,

to get people to take the necessary decisions.

22. ����� said the issue nc,w was whether there was a wa} � ...... lr.. h, J

ceasefire, whi h was the essential precondition for everything. Ora� 111�

the strands to ether we noted their interest in Hume's idea of ..i..:,d••r1n� 

the relations · with Mr. Blair. We sensed from the meeting a r�.111,u� 
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acceptance of th limits of what could be done in the shadow of a general 

election. It was necessary to be very realistic on the degree to which Mr. 

· k averse at present. It was necessary also to be

realistic about . Major's capacity to go back on a text that he had 

probably signed off on with Trimble, Cranboum.e and others. Perhaps 

one could devel p the thought, but in a different way. Rather than 

looking to signi 1cant changes of doctrine or text, or substantive 

negotiations in he interval, should not Sinn Fein be prudently working to 

lay the basis fo a reinvigorated effort after the election? 

an approach with the idea of a more Irish based 

initiative for ceasefire, Mr o hJlhJipn suggested the possibility of an 

Irish Governme statemeDI which set out the common ground so far, and 

the views of th Irish Government. This might envisage a fixed 

rendezvous for · lusive talks after the electio� and some confidence• 

building meas es in between. It could be shown to the British 

Government, d, crucially, to Mr. Blair before publication. If we had 

prior comfort the IRA would declare a ce;ucfire subject to agreement 

gonists on that approach, it might be possible to secure in 

advance endo ments by Mr. Blair, tbe U.S., etc. It would be hoped 

that Mr. Major would also sign on, which would further reassure Mr. 

Blair. Sinn Fe n could persuade the IRA that such a widespread 

understanding, particularly endorsed by Mr. Blair as almost certainly the 

next Prime M' · ter, warranted;-a ceasefire naw. That would also open 

the way for a eh more pro-active diplomacy by the Irish Government, 

the US, etc., o conditions for inclusive Talks than could ever be 

possible under e shadow of the existing threat. It was stressed dlat this 
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was an attempt to synthesise creatively the points made in the discussion,

and had not been put to, mlU;h less cleared, politically, with Irish

Ministers. 

24. ....u!lt...!:!I��-�- seemed receptive and expressed a positive interest in

such a scenario. They asked whether it could be summarised on paper so

that it could be onsidered in more derail after the holiday period.

25. Mc Adams.
·ng up for the Sinn F6in side, said that the meeting

emely useful one. He looked forWard to developing the

discussion whic had been begun at this meeting immediately after the

Christmas bre 

26. Mr Daltgn rscd the Sinn Fein view that the meeting bad been a 

The approach proposed w�uld also give Mr. Major the 

�- inclusive moves before the election., as the British 

... ..;..�·tti"£ they were disposed to do in certain circumstances.

be "windy"', and it would be necessary to put to him a

....... , ... yo .... scenario in t.erms of a ceasefire.

27. At the end· of e meetinf the Trish side stressed again the need to prevent

any deteriorati n in the siruation in the interVal.

Se hUiginn 

23 December 1996 
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1. The following attempts to set out the scenario for a restora · on of the IRA

ceasefire, arising out of tbe preliminary exploration of an · with Sinn F6in 

on 20th DecembeT.

2. It sr.aru from the premise that there is widespread accep ce on all sides that

the key to resolving the Nortbem Ireland conflict is mrou comprehensive 

and. inclusive negotiations on the basis of a common co

democratic principles and againSt a backgtound of peace.

have failed_ to materialise because of the defieit of trust, t the goal of

achieving thenl remains valid acd urgent. It requiieS rec · rocal re;wurance

that both meaningful negotiationS and a genuine ceasefire will be delivered. 

3. A British general election campaign will get underWaY · the next six to

twelve weeks. This now greatly compounds the tactical ssues inevitable in

the approach to any potentially decisive negotiating proc . Rather than 

looking to substantive negotiations in this interlude, it m ght be more realistic

and productive to lay the baSis for a remvigorated effort after the election 

period. 

4. This might involve a series of conftdeDCe-building mel\$.1

c(11nmitments, coordinated as far as possible with all
! 

s. The ""choreography" might centre around a statement,

behalf of the Irish Govemnient, which

for example on 
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onfinncd the common ground and "acquis" of the process

ing key points of the '"OCtober 10• draft);

(b) the inevitable tempOIUY complication of the election

utting in place tbe reciproCal reassurance set out in

(c) appealed fi r an wiequivocal restoration of the ceasefire now in return

by all the key protagonists tbat, assuming observance of 

the ceasefi es. inclusive negotiations would open on a fixed date not

later than nd May/early June (to allow for the local Government

elections a settling-ill period for the new British administration);

(d) set out ce in confidence-building measures to be taken in the interval,

or in the ontexi of the fUture talks;

(e) sought to ea.ssure unionis� in relation to their fears of the negotiating

process. 

y points, would form the basis for widespread prior

consultations, ith the objective that it would be greeted by a public

deal by the British Government, the Labour and Lib-Dem.

:ur&.�rt from the US. the SDLP, the Opposition parties, senior

Churchmen, e Every effort would be made to get at least qualified

commitment fr the UUP.

rsement of the plan by the key protagonists would be
The public 

followed imm iately by an unequiVocal restoration of the IRA ceasefire, in

satisfactorily fi rthcoming tenns.
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t Mr. Major would agree to a pledge which enabled him

to play a constrU tive role, in spite of bis being politically hostage. In the

optimum case, might seek at least some inclmive moves and confidence

:measures before election. as well as managing the most constructive 
.' 

handling of the c rrcnt phase of the Talks. If he flatly refused to make any

corrunitment. th ceasefire might nevertheless be declared on tbe basis of the

widespread sup rt behind it, and the probability of a Labour victory. which

would presuroab y not be damaged if Mr. Blair was hailed for facilitating a 

ceasefire by pro ising to implement broad pledges Mr. Major bad eadier 

made but now it impOlitic to honoUr. 

9. If there is politi clearance to pursue the approach, the possible steps might

be: 

(1) Draft tc of speech/statement (and key etcmems of a P.O"Neill

statemen: ?) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

ultation with Mr. Hwne, meeting with Sinn Fein (very early

) to establish the likelihood of the text producing a ceasefire.

to British Government (letter/phone call by Taoiseach ro

mister'!). If Major cooperative. official-level discussion of

to manage or Pal'lf existing phase of Talks. and possible

-buildings measures.

by Tinaiste to Mr. Blair, and also approach to Mr.
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U.S. Administration. Opposition, unionist figures,

, etc. to marsbal support and secure endorsement.

(6) Issue of s tcment/speecb, followed by endorsement by British parties ,

leading to IRA statement.

1 o. We will put in a draft text as at paragraph 5, for consideration by

Ministers after break. 

Sean 6 hUiginn 

23 December 1996
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